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Secondary Strikes: Ground-breaking
legal principles established by the
Constitutional Court.
Today, the Constitutional Court handed down judgment
in the seminal matter of AMCU and Others v Anglo Gold
Ashanti and Others, dealing with whether the proportionality
principle could be taken into account in determining the
reasonableness of a secondary strike in terms of section 66 of
the Labour Relations Act 66 of 1995, as amended and in what
circumstances a secondary strike becomes unprotected.
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Secondary Strikes: Ground-breaking
legal principles established by the
Constitutional Court
In the face of impending
crippling secondary
strikes, Lonmin
Platinum (for which
Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr Inc
acted and subsequently
acquired by Sibanye
Stillwater), together
with the other affected
secondary employers,
launched separate
urgent applications in
the Labour Court to
interdict the secondary
strike and declare same
unprotected.

Today, the Constitutional Court handed
down judgment in the seminal matter of
AMCU and Others v Anglo Gold Ashanti
and Others, dealing with whether the
proportionality principle could be
taken into account in determining the
reasonableness of a secondary strike
in terms of section 66 of the Labour
Relations Act 66 of 1995, as amended
and in what circumstances a secondary
strike becomes unprotected.
This matter finds its genesis in the 2018
wage strike by AMCU at Sibanye Gold
Limited t/a Sibanye Stillwater (Sibanye)
which endured for a period of five months.
At the beginning of the fourth month of
the strike, AMCU served multiple notices
of secondary strikes on various entities
in the mining sector seeking to call out
its members employed in these entities
to embark on a secondary strike for
seven days.
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In the face of impending crippling
secondary strikes, Lonmin Platinum (for
which Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr Inc acted
and subsequently acquired by Sibanye
Stillwater), together with the other affected
secondary employers, launched separate
urgent applications in the Labour Court to
interdict the secondary strike and declare
same unprotected.
The material issue before the Labour Court
was whether section 66(2)(c) imports
the principle of proportionality i.e. the
harm to the secondary employer must be
considered as part of the assessment of the
reasonableness of the secondary strike and
whether on a case by case basis it would be
protected. The Labour Court granted the
interdicts sought.
The Labour Appeal Court dismissed the
appeal on the grounds of mootness given
that the primary strike at that stage had
long been resolved. AMCU applied for
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Secondary Strikes: Ground-breaking
legal principles established by the
Constitutional Court...continued
This judgment is
very important for
employers in the
collective bargaining
space as it settles the
debate whether the
test of proportionality
has application in
the assessment of
the reasonableness
of a secondary strike
on the business of a
secondary employer.
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leave to appeal to the Constitutional Court.
In a majority judgment, the Constitutional
Court held that although the matter was
moot, it was in the interests of justice to
grant leave to appeal given the importance
of the issue to employers and trade
unions generally.

Primary and secondary strikes are
distinguished in the LRA. The Constitutional
Court found that the test of proportionality
limits the right to participate in a secondary
strike in accordance with section 66(2)(c)
which introduces safeguards to balance the
rights of primary and secondary employers.

The Constitutional Court found that
reasonableness imports the test of
proportionality. The effect of this is
that conceptually proportionality and
reasonableness often dove-tail, but
not necessarily so. In balancing the
potential harm which may be caused
to the secondary employer against the
potential harm which may be caused to the
primary employer relevant factors must be
considered. Such factors would include
inter alia the duration and form of the
strike, the number of employees involved,
the membership of trade unions, the
conduct of the strikers, including whether
the primary strike is peaceful or violent,
and the sector involved in the primary
and secondary strikes. The Constitutional
Court indicated that once strikes cease
to be peaceful they lose protection of the
law. The prospect of violence during a
secondary strike would be a factor when
assessing its reasonableness. However,
the Constitutional Court stated that the
preferred route would be an interdict to
stop the violence as opposed to a naked
challenge to the protected nature of the
secondary strike.

The Constitutional Court supported
the notion that the assessment of
reasonableness must first be considered
and applied in respect of the individual
secondary employer that is challenging
the protected nature or otherwise of a
secondary strike. It is not impossible,
depending on the facts, that the
reasonableness test may be applied in
respect of more than one secondary
employer considered together.
This judgment is very important for
employers in the collective bargaining
space as it settles the debate whether the
test of proportionality has application in
the assessment of the reasonableness of
a secondary strike on the business of a
secondary employer.
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